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Foreword

Foreword
In spite of the depth of human insight AI can deliver, algorithms can only do so much
with the data they’re given. When they’re not fed enough detail, important information
is missed – and this is frequently the case when it comes to the nuances of human
conversations. Now, machines are being taught to listen to us like human beings rather
than machines, with particular benefits being felt in organisations in banking and
financial services, customer service, public services and healthcare.

Red Box wanted to find out how business leaders

solution available for businesses to use – yet. But our

in the US and UK were already using iterations of

research pins the inflection point, where humans are

conversational AI in their organisations, and how

able to program AI to overcome difficulties such as

they thought the technology might evolve in the

understanding human sentiment and emotion, as soon

coming years. Our report paints a bright future for

as in the next two to five years. The mood in the US

conversational AI. Across the board, we observe that

is far more optimistic, however, with more business

organisations plan to increase the capture of internal

leaders believing that the inflection point is closer than

and external conversations in the future, with less

those in the UK.

than 3% stating that they never plan on implementing
this technology.

I look forward to hearing your thoughts on our findings
as the world moves towards a world where AI will finally

However, there are still practical roadblocks to

be able to ‘listen’ like a human being.

overcome and many of those who do believe in the
power of conversational AI are still hesitant to adopt
it in their organisations. The reasons cited most

Richard Stevenson,
CEO of Red Box

commonly are a lack of skills in the market and of
resources to implement which are prevalent themes
throughout the research. But despite the scarcity of
digital skills, business leaders were positive that there
were extensive benefits including addressing the needs
of employees and customers with diverse backgrounds.
Despite the benefits already accessible to businesses
through conversational AI, the question of whether
there will there be a time when AI will truly be able to
‘listen like a human’ is a hotly contested topic. Outside
of academic circles and small R&D-led technology
companies, there simply isn’t a viable, scalable
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Why does AI need to ‘listen’ like a human?

Why does AI need to ‘listen’
like a human?
Human conversation is highly nuanced – just think
about the way we use irony, sarcasm, inflection and
metaphors. For artificial intelligence, these sorts

In the US and UK,

of interactions which have different levels of meaning

44% of business

can be difficult to process. Whilst there are some

leaders are aware

start-ups researching and developing advanced AI

of conversational

in this area, as yet, there is no entire solution available
for businesses at scale.
But the business case for AI ‘listening’ like a human is clear; the more
detailed the data and understanding, the clearer and more effective

AI’s use in fraud
detection and
compliance but are

the insights gleaned from it. There is, however, a disconnect right now

not yet utilising it in

between business leaders’ awareness of how AI can improve their

their organisation.

business and its actual implementation. In fact, across the UK and the

31% are already

US, between 40-50% of business leaders are aware of the use cases for
conversational AI but are not currently using them in their organisation.

using it in this way.
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So, how are organisations using AI?
In the UK, the highest incidence of AI usage is in improving customer
experience (35%), followed by providing real-time agent assistance (34%).
In the US, organisations are mostly using AI to improve their employee
experience (30%) and to help compliance teams to prevent fraud (29%).

There are many documented uses of conversational AI having real
business impact. Tethr, the conversational intelligence analytics platform,
provided its insights to a financial services organisation which led them
to identify over $1 million in cost reduction and efficiency opportunities
through reduced call volumes and average handling time improvements
in the customer and agent experience.
This was achieved by a better understanding of both agent and customer
behaviours, and adapting agent training accordingly. Tethr also worked
with its partner to make help available through more cost-effective
channels and enhance the personalisation of the customer experience.

According to a sample of
Red Box customers, 77%
want to use conversational
AI data to help with skills
and training gaps.

Think of the millions of conversations happening between businesses
and their customers every day. AI-based analytics products can grant
companies access to the goldmine of insights contained in those
conversations. Traditionally, customer experience teams have used
methods like sending out customer surveys to get a handle on what
opinions are, but modern AI-based products can mitigate the need
for these surveys by analysing the interactions themselves.

“

“

77%

The organisations that are employing this method to make improvements
including reducing customer effort, enhancing the customer experience,

fuelling sales performance, and identifying churn signals are the ones who
will pull ahead of their competition – this is what we’re seeing already.

Robert Beasley
CEO of conversational intelligence analytics platform, Tethr
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Which of the following use cases for
conversational AI are organisations using?

UK
US

COMPLIANCE AND FRAUD DETECTION
33.3%
29.3%

RISK MANAGEMENT
28.0%
27.0%

TO AUTOMATE REPETITIVE OR SIMPLE PROCESSES
30.7%
25.0%

TO IMPROVE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
35.3%
27.0%

TO PROVIDE REAL-TIME AGENT ASSISTANCE
34.3%
24.8%

TO OPTIMISE SALES PERFORMANCE
33.0%
25.8%

TO INCREASE EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
27.3%
29.5%

TO MAKE CUSTOMER SUPPORT MORE EFFICIENT
29.7%
28.1%
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How are businesses addressing this opportunity?

How are businesses addressing
this opportunity?
We know that organisations across the UK and US are already benefitting from
the conversational data they have captured, but what conversations are they
listening to? Of the business leaders surveyed, 44% are using voice capture
for external conversations with customers in contact centres and 40%
are using it internally between customer service agents too.
This accounts for the highest use in the UK followed by between office
and field staff (45%) and between office and third parties (45%). It’s not
surprising, then, that in the UK, conversational data has led to insights
in prediction and prevention of churn (35%) and determining the
root cause of customer issues (34%).

In the US, around 30% of organisations reported
gaining meaningful insights after accessing their
conversational data, including to aid compliance

39%

and identify gaps (34%), into the causes of

of a sample of Red Box

customer issues (29%), to help with understanding

customers have used

the voice of the customer (31%), and target areas
for increasing efficiency through automation (29%).
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How are businesses addressing this opportunity?

What insights, if any, has your organisation
been able to glean from the conversational
data you have collected so far?

Insights to aid
compliance

33.3%
33.7%

Insights into our agents’
experience (and where we
can make improvements)

33.3%
33.3%

Prediction and
prevention of churn

UK
US

34.7%
30.7%

Insights into our customers’
experience (and where we
can make improvement)

33.3%
31.1%

Determine the
root cause of
customer issues

34.3%
29.1%

Understanding the
voice of the customer

29.7%
30.5%

Identification of risk,
fraud or compliance
breaches

29.0%
29.3%

Cross and upsell
opportunities

32.0%
26.8%

Target areas for
efficiency through
automation

27.3%
28.9%

Training and skills gaps

27.7%
28.1%
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What are businesses’ future
Chapter
plans
Name:
for voice
Sub-Chapter
data capture?
Name

What are businesses’
future plans for voice
data capture?
Across the board, organisations plan to
increase the capture of internal and external
conversations in the next two to five years,
with less than 3% stating that they never
plan on implementing this technology.
This hints clearly at the growing acceptance of AI
within organisations, giving a glimpse into a future
where the technology has developed further and is
commonplace in organisations addressing the needs
of customers and employees.
But are organisations adapting fast enough to adopt
this technology? Many are already using AI but it can,
in most cases, be rudimentary. Continued conversation
is needed to educate and implement additional
offerings across businesses.

39%
of Red Box customers we spoke to want to use
conversational AI to gain insights from instant
message chat boxes in the future.
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Inflection point

Inflection point
Business leaders in the US are more optimistic than in the UK when it comes
to the current capabilities of AI. In all business cases, they ranked AI as more
efficient than humans. In the UK, AI largely performed well or better especially
in areas such as data entry where 42% of respondents opted for AI as superior.

In the following list of actions, which do business

UK

leaders believe is more effective now – humans or AI?

US

REPETITIVE TASKS (E.G. DATA ENTRY)
Humans

AI

Both Equally

Unsure

27.3%
28.9%
42.0%
39.7%
21.7%
24.0%
9.0%
7.3%

PROBLEM SOLVING
Humans

AI

Both Equally

Unsure

31.0%
28.7%
33.0%
38.7%
27.0%
24.8%
9.0%
7.8%
7.8%

UNDERSTANDING EMOTION OR SENTIMENT
Humans

AI

Both Equally

Unsure

34.3%
28.5%
30.3%
38.3%
26.7%
25.4%
8.7%
7.8%

ANALYSING LARGE VOLUMES OF
DATA FROM DISPARATE SOURCES
Humans

AI

Both Equally

Unsure

22.7%
22.6%
43.0%
45.7%
25.0%
26.8%
9.3%
5%
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Inflection point

TRANSCRIBING COMPLEX CONVERSATIONS
Humans

AI

Both Equally

Unsure

29.7%
29.1%
34.7%
35.7%
28.3%
28.1%
7.3%
7.0%

UNDERSTANDING INDIVIDUAL
CUSTOMERS OR EMPLOYEES
Humans

AI

Both Equally

Unsure

24.0%
31.3%
37.0%
35.3%
28.7%
26.8%
10.3%
6.6%
7.8%

UNDERSTANDING ACCENTS
AND REGIONAL DIALECT
Humans

AI

Both Equally

Unsure

29.3%
27.9%
35.3%
41.5%
27.7%
25.1%
7.7%
5.4%

KEEPING TRACK OF ONGOING CONVERSATIONS

(IE THAT SHIFT FROM ONE PLATFORM/CHANNEL/AGENT TO ANOTHER)

Humans

AI

Both Equally

Unsure

22.0%
29.0%
43.0%
39.1%
26.7%
26.3%
8.3%
5.6%

UNDERSTANDING MULTIPLE LANGUAGES
Humans

AI

Both Equally

Unsure

28.3%
26.3%
36.0%
42.0%
25.7%
25.8%
10%
6%
7.8%

FILTERING OUT OTHER NOISES,
CONVERSATIONS, CHATTER, ETC.
Humans

AI

Both Equally

Unsure

26.3%
27.5%
41.7%
40.1%
22.7%
26.4%
9.3%
6%
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Inflection point

So, when will AI be able to ‘listen’
like – or better than – a human?
According to 47% of respondents, this is an inevitability. 41% of UK
and US business leaders believe it already can. Certainly, in a select
few small, agile start-ups, AI has been trained to do just this.
But what we are talking here is a scalable solution which will become available
to businesses. According to our research, 52% of respondents believe this
will become a reality in the next ten years, and almost a third (30%) believe
this is likely to come to fruition in the next five years.

“

Looking at developments in neural technology and data analytics,
as well as increased computing power, it is clear now that AI will
progressively augment and streamline many human activities in
the next five years. But today’s artificial intelligence is mainly based
on machine learning that can be incredibly efficient in solving certain
tasks that do not require true intelligence, where intelligence
is defined as understanding.
“As an example, Apple’s Siri can appear intelligent to an observer,
but Siri is not intelligent by human standards in the sense that Siri
does not understand what the observer means, but instead is good
at associating what the observer wants with a library of “knowledge”
that it has mapped to the observers’ requests.
Today’s Siri, Alexa and other Natural Language Programmes
“knowledge” comes from learning and observing millions of

“

requests and mapping these requests with the most statistically
relevant associations by the observers. AI is known to look
for patterns and understand what the consumer wants,
but of course this will still have many limitations.

Aurelie Cnop

Academic Director of the Master in Digital Transformation
and Leadership at ESCP Europe
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Tackling specific challenges

Tackling specific challenges
We know that conversational AI is here to stay – and the benefits
of the technology for organisations. But where do the challenges lie
within the development of the technology and its implementation?

THE TECHNOLOGY CAN’T
‘LISTEN LIKE A HUMAN’ YET
There are myriad challenges caused by AI not fully capturing
or understanding the nuances of human speech. Across
the UK and US, these include customer interactions across
multiple departments (48%), use of jargon (43%), linking
interactions to other data fields such as CRM (41%) and
understanding emotion and sentiment (39%).

the customer’s cognitive state; most cognitive modeling is small
scale and often academic. But being able to intuit what a human is
thinking, for example, ‘she has just asked me three times to repeat

“

“

Nobody has yet tried to deploy a solution at scale which models

myself which might mean that she is confused, I should stop this
call and escalate to a real human who can help’ would mean that
organisations could build compelling voice experiences that could
help customers and identify opportunities to improve.

Adam Sypniewski

CTO at automated speech recognition specialist, Deepgram
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Tackling specific challenges

PRACTICAL ROADBLOCKS AND SUPPORT
There is a continued need amongst leaders for more
education in AI, even after a company has started using some
aspect of the technology. In the UK, the biggest concern about
adopting conversational AI is a lack of support at board level
(39%). In the US, resistance is coming from investors (45%),
management (44%) and the C-suite (43%).

Many of those who do believe in the power of

Across both markets, different sectors report varying

conversational AI are still hesitant to adopt it in their

roadblocks. Financial (43%) and legal (46%) organisations

organisations or aren’t using it to its full advantage. In the

often have problems with integrating conversational

UK, 38% of respondents cited both a lack of skills in the

AI with legacy systems, whereas 43% of HR respondents

market and a lack of resource to implement. In the US,

were unable to access their siloed data. For 46%

around 35% of respondents noted a lack of resources

of IT companies, the data they have is compressed

to implement, insufficient budget and security concerns.

and sales (43%) struggle with vendor lock-in.

Lack of access
to siloed data

Lack of skills
in team
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37.0%

35.3%
33.5%

32.1%

Data not in a
usable format

Data not of high
enough quality

33.3%

37.3%

34.3%

Audio data
compressed

37.0%

32.5%

Integrating with
legacy systems

37.3%

34.9%

35.7%

Audio data not available
in stereo format

35.3%

US

38.7%

if any, in adopting conversational AI?

34.9%

UK

40.7%

What have been the practical roadblocks,

Vendor
lock-in
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Tackling specific challenges

SKILLS GAPS
Across the board, UK and US business leaders report a lack
of relevant AI and data skills in the market. Interestingly,
there is also much speculation on what a growing usage
of AI within organisations will do to the wider workforce.
We found that 41% of managers believe AI will cause a
reduction in the workforce whilst also being utilised
as a tool to support hybrid working practices (41%).
The practical benefits of AI on teams are also
notable; managers believe that its implementation
will improve staff retention (40%), result in a
change in team structures (39%) and actually
increase productivity (39%).

AI BIAS
Using AI is, especially in the US, is being touted
as an innovative way to address the needs of
both customers and employees with diverse
backgrounds. According to 54% of US respondents,
among the most likely aspects of AI to see improvement
in the next five years is increased accountability for diversity
including accents and dialects, languages and regional differences.
Implementing conversational AI can allow those in and around the organisation
with accents or regionals differences and language barriers to communicate their
needs more easily. Such advances can help businesses to increase their offerings
to better serve minority audiences, amongst other benefits.
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Giving data a voice

Giving data a voice
Our research paints an exciting future for conversational AI, and
one which is just beginning. There are strides to be made both in
terms of the practicalities of implementation, and when it comes to
educating the market on how different use cases can improve their
business. One thing that is clear is that AI companies must create
easier, painless ways for organisations to adopt their technologies.
At Red Box, we know that in order to get maximum benefit from AI,
businesses must have complete control of their own, good quality
data. Many businesses are losing out on capturing this valuable
asset because third-party providers often put walls up around the
information they collect. This means that, instead of acting in the best
interest of their customers, they aim to control various choke points
such as databases and can even produce low-quality, compressed
data to make it difficult for businesses to work with their competitors.

Red Box gives back total ownership

METHODOLOGY

and control of voice data – because
being able to access and use your own

Working alongside global research partner,

data drives value, reduces risk and

Censuswide, Red Box surveyed 801

encourages innovation. If you’d like to

business leaders to find out how they are

hear more about how Red Box is helping

using AI to listen within their businesses.

global businesses tackle challenges

The results, which include insight from

around voice capture and AI, get in touch

501 US business leaders and 300 from the

at enquiries@redbox.com.

UK, were collected in April 2022.
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